Museum Watch

The Suan Pakkad
Palace Museum, Bang kok
By Ruth Gerson

The Suan Pakkad Palace Museum is a rare gem in the
heart of Bangkok. It is the former private residence of
Prince Chumbhot, grandson of King Chulalongkorn (Rama
V) and his wife M.R. Pantip Paribatra and the home of the
Horticultural Society of Thailand, hence the name Suan
Pakkad which translates from Thai as ‘Garden of Lettuce’.
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The palace was built in a modest colonial style on an area
of several acres and served as the residence of Prince and
Princess Chumbhot. In 1952 another structure was added,
constructed of four Thai wooden houses transported there
from the countryside. This impressive house was used by
the couple for receptions and to house their many artefacts.
Small Thai wooden
pavilions were added
on the west side of the
compound and a wooden
Buddhist library, known
as the Lacquer Pavilion,
was positioned at its
rear. Today, all these
structures house artefacts
that reflect the art and
history of Thailand –
items inherited from
the family, as well as
purchased by them. The
prince died in 1959 and
his widow survived him
until the 1980s.
In 1996 the ChumbhotPantip Centre of Arts
Detail of wall, photo by Ines Ehrlich
was built. It provides an
exhibition area for the
rich Ban Chiang collection of prehistoric pottery and other
artefacts and utilities of that era. The Marsi Gallery, named
after the couple’s daughter, displays temporary art exhibitions.

A walking route for visitors is suggested and the wooden
Thai buildings are numbered, eight in all. Houses one to four
comprise the central structure. In typical Thai style there are
verandahs and bridges that connect these sections. On the
ground level of house number one is a rare display of Thai
musical instruments. These belonged to Prince Chumbot’s
father, Prince Paribatra, who was a great composer of Thai
music. There are drums, xylophones, gongs and threestringed fiddles. The upper level houses a collection of
Southeast Asian art, with a fine sandstone statue of a Khmer
Uma (the Hindu goddess Parvati).
The second floor of the house has an open atrium that
displays traditional Thai book cabinets with wonderful
depictions of the Ramakien (the Thai version of the Indian
Ramayana) in gold on black lacquer as well as Jataka
tales (the former lives of the Buddha). Other items on
display are elephant howdahs and an impressive collection
of Buddhist monks’ fans. The rooms showcase a fine
collection of the five-colour Bencharong porcelain, motherof-pearl receptacles, Nielloware silver and gold utilitarian
items, ivory make-up bottles and an old French drawing
depicting how the French imagined the Thais looked one
or two hundred years ago. There is also a collection of
Buddha images.
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The small pavilions house Thai puppets, sea shells and
ceramics through the ages. Don’t miss the library with its
well-preserved lacquer drawing of the life of the Buddha.
The garden is lush with a large variety of plants and is a
pleasant change from the crowded streets of Bangkok.
For more information, visit their website at:
www.suanpakkad.com The museum is located at 352-354 Sri
Ayudhya Road, Bangkok, a short walk from the Phaya Thai
BTS (Sky Train) Station. Opening hours are 9 am to 4 pm.
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